
IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

CIVIL DIVISION

ALICE HARRINGTON

Plaintiff

PHH MORTGAGE CORPORATION

NEW RESIDENTIAL INVESTMENT CORP.

NEWREZ LLC

DGG RE INVESTMENTS LLC D/B/A

GUARDIAN ASSET MANAGEMENT

NOVASTAR MORTGAGE FUNDING TRUST,

SERIES 2005-3

Case No:

ED'S PROPERTY SERVICE LLC



ALEM TASK FORCE SERVICES LLC

Defendants

COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL

Plaintiff Alice Harrington ("Ms. Harrington" or "Plaintiff") brings this Complaint for

trespass to chattel and real property; intrusion upon seclusion; conversion; breach of contract,

negligence, and for statutory violations of the Real Estate Procedures Settlement Act ("RESPA")

and the District of Columbia Consumer Protection Procedures Act ("CPPA") against defendants

PHH Mortgage Corporation, New Residential Investment Corporation; NewRez, LLC; DGG Re

Investments LLC d/b/a Guardian Asset Management; Novastar Mortgage Funding Trust, series

2005-3; Ed's Property Service LLC; and Alem Task Force Services LLC.

1. Introduction

1. A1 ice Harrington is a 72-year-old long-time DC resident. She has lived in her house

and neighborhood for the last twenty years, and she loves it. Ms. Harrington loves to spend time

in her yard - gardening or decorating - because even on the hottest summer day, there is a breeze

to cool her off. She has built not only a home, but a community. Ms. Harrington is a problem solver

and good neighbor. When her neighbors have problems, they come to her for help. And as seen

below, when Ms. Harrington had a problem, they were there for her too.



2. Unfortunately, Ms. Harrington's feelings of peace, safety, and tranquility in her

home have been robbed from her by the Defendants' illegal, unfair, deceptive, and negligent

actions. Her mortgage servicer ordered strangers to break into her home under the guise that it was

'Vacant" despite all evidence to the contrary and the undisputed fact that Ms. Harrington lived in

the home. After breaking a window to enter her home, the Defendants and their agents robbed Ms.

Harrington of $6,400 in cash and other items. The next night, the Defendants' agents returned to

her house to finish the job of clearing out her house. When Ms. Harrington confronted them, the

agents continued their intimidation and harassment by threatening to evict her. To add insult to

injury, Ms. Harrington was charged $55.00 for the strangers to break into her home.

n. Parties

3. Plaintiff Alice Harrington is a 72 year-old individual who resides in the District

of Columbia. Ms. Harrington owns and has lived in the property located at^||||||||||||||||||^^

IIIIIIIIIHIIIIfllllllll^^ "Property") for the last twenty years. The Property is subject

to a mortgage lien of which the claimed owner of the promissory note is Defendant Novastar

Mortgage Funding Trust, series 2005-3. The claimed servicer of the mortgage is Defendant PHH

Mortgage Corporation, New Residential Investment Corporation, or New Rez LLC.

4. Defendant PHH Mortgage Corporation ("PHH") is a New Jersey domestic profit

corporation. PHH is registered as a foreign company with the District of Columbia Department of

Consumer and Regulatory Affairs. PHH's registered agent is Corporation Service Company

located at 1090 Vermont Avenue NW, Washington, D.C. 20005. PHH is a wholly owned

subsidiary of Ocwen Financial Corporation ("OCN"). OCN acquired PHH on October 4, 2018.

PHH is the successor by merger to Ocwen Loan Servicing LLC. OCN is partially owned by

Defendant New Residential Investment Corporation. As a mortgage servicer of residential loans,



PHH is responsible, among other things, for accepting payments on behalf of the note holder under

the terms of a Deed of Trust or Mortgage, escrowing and paying taxes and insurance, and

conducting property preservation services. Upon information and belief, PHH and NewRez LLC

appear to have a master-servicer/sub-servicing relationship as to Ms. Harrington's loan whereby

NewRez LLC is the master-servicer, but the details of that relationship are unclear at this time.

While PHH claims to be the servicer, all correspondence regarding Ms. Harrington's loan now

appears on a "NewRez" letterhead stating that it is "c/o PHH". Upon information and belief, PHH

is acting as the agent and for the benefit of NewRez LLC and NRIC pursuant to a subserving

agreement.

5. Defendant New Residential Investment Corporation ("NRIC") is a Delaware

corporation which often does business under the name of its subsidiary "NewRez, LLC" (unless

otherwise noted, **NewRez" shall refer to both NRIC and NewRez, LLC). NewRez LLC was

formerly known as "New Penn Financial." NRIC has its primary offices in New York City, NY,

and is an umbrella corporation for numerous mortgage servicers or related entities. PHH and

NewRez appear to have a master-servicer/sub-servicing relationship as to Ms. Harrington's loan

whereby NewRez is the master-servicer of Ms. Harrington's loan, but the details of that

relationship are unclear at this time. At all times material to these claims, NRIC and its agents or

affiliates engaged in trade or commerce in the District of Columbia including the extension of

credit, collection of debt, and the servicing of residential mortgages.

6. Defendant NewRez, LLC is a Delaware limited liability company. It is subsidiary

or affiliate of NRIC and, at all times material to these claims, engaged in trade or commerce in the

District of Columbia including the collection of debt, and lending and servicing of residential

mortgage loans. Upon information and belief, NewRez LLC is the master-servicer of Ms.



Harrington's loan. At this time, it is unclear whether the actions taken in this case were undertaken

by NRIC or NewRez, or both. For the purpose of this Complaint, it is alleged that the actions were

taken in concert with each other.

7. Defendant DGG Re Investments LLC d/b/a Guardian Asset Management

("Guardian") is a Pennsylvania limited liability company. Upon investigation of the District of

Columbia Department of Consumer and Regulatory Affairs ("DCRA") records. Guardian is not

registered as a domestic or foreign LLC and does not possess a basic business license to conduct

business within the District of Columbia. Upon information and belief. Guardian is wholly owned

by NRIC which also owns a percentage of PHH's parent company Ocwen Financial Corporation.

8. Guardian is a national property preservation vendor for mortgage lenders and

servicers. Guardian advertises itself as a "your one source for property management, inspection

and repair services. No hidden surprises with our flat rate pricing structure, making your budgeting

and forecasting easier. We believe in providing consistent, high quality services at an affordable

price.'" In this case. Guardian by itself or through its agents, provided property preservation

services such as vacancy inspections, property management, repairs, and lock changes. At all

relevant times. Guardian was acting as an agent for or at the direction or for the benefit of PHH,

NewRez and Novastar Trust as it relates to services provided at the Property. Upon information

and belief. Guardian regularly conducts business within the District of Columbia, and all of its

actions described herein either took place within or had an effect upon District of Columbia

residents and property.

9. Defendant Novastar Mortgage Funding Trust, series 2005-3 ("Novastar Trust")

is a mortgage-backed security trust which claims to be the owner of the subject mortgage.|

' Guardian corporate website, httDs://guardianassetmgt.com/ (last visited May 20,2021)



I Ms.

Harrington does not know whether Novastar Trust is the actual owner/investor of her mortgage

and demands strict proof thereof. To the extent the evidence shows that Novastar Trust is the

owner/investor of the mortgage, Novastar T rust is in a contractual relationship with Ms. Harrington

and has the duty to fulfill all obligations thereunder.

10. Defendant Ed's Property Services, LLC ("Ed's") is a Maryland limited liability

company. Upon information and belief, Ed's provides local property preservation and inspection

services for national vendors such as Guardian and mortgage lenders and servicers. Upon

investigation of the DCRA records, Ed's is not registered as a domestic or foreign company and

does not possess a basic business license to conduct business within the District of Columbia.

Upon information and belief, at all relevant times, Ed's acted on behalf, for the benefit, and at the

direction of Guardian, PHH, Novastar Trust, and NewRez when it unreasonably and falsely

determined that Ms. Harrington's Property was vacant on or around November 25,2020, or broke

into her home on December 14, 2020.

11. Defendant Alem Task Force Servicers, LLC ("Alem") is a Maryland limited

liability company. Upon information and belief, Alem provides local property preservation and

inspection services for national vendors such as Guardian and mortgage lenders and servicers.

Upon investigation of the DCRA records, Alem is not registered as a domestic or foreign company

and does not possess a basic business license to conduct business within the District of Columbia.

Upon information and belief, at all relevant times, Alem acted on behalf, for the benefit, and at the

direction of Guardian, PHH, Novastar Trust, and NewRez when it broke into Ms. Harington's

home, changed her lock, and robbed her of $6,400 in cash on December 14, 2020.



12. At all relevant times, PHH, NewRez, and NRIC were acting as an agent of Novastar

Trust as they acted at the direction of or in compliance with contractual duties set by Novastar

Trust and for its benefit within the scope of their duties as a mortgage servicer. Thus, Novastar

Trust is vicariously liable for all actions of PHH, NewRez, and NRIC.

13. At all relevant times. Defendants Guardian, Ed's, and Alem were acting as the

agents or subservient agents of PHH, Novastar Trust, NewRez, and NRIC at the direction of, and

for the benefit of the master entities within the scope of the master-servant relationship. PHH,

Novastar Trust, NewRez, and NRIC are liable or vicariously liable for all actions of Guardian,

Ed's, and Alem.

14. At all relevant times, Defendants Ed's and Alem were acting as the agents of

Guardian as they acted upon its direction or in compliance with contractual duties set by Guardian

and for its benefit. All of Ed's and Alem's action were for the benefit of Guardian and were within

the scope of their duties. Guardian is liable or vicariously liable for all actions of Ed's and Alem.

ni. Jurisdiction

15. This Court has jurisdiction pursuant to D.C. Code § 11-921.

16. This Court has personal jurisdiction over Defendants under D.C. Code § 13-423

because they conduct(-ed) business in the District of Columbia or they caused tortious injury in

the District of Columbia.

17. Venue is appropriate because the events that gave rise to this Complaint occurred

in the District of Columbia.

IV. Facts

Bacl^round



18. On or around August 2, 2005, Ms. Harrington signed a promissory note ("Note")

(Ex. I) and Deed of Trust ("DOT") (Ex. 2) for home BHHHHBHHHHBHBHIiil

IBHIHHIIll- principal amount of the loan was $288,000.00 and the lender was Novastar

Mortgage Inc (not a party to this litigation).

19. Significant for this proceeding, the DOT states that a "Lender or its agent may make

reasonable entries upon and inspections of the Property. If it has reasonable cause, Lender may

inspect the interior of the improvements on the Property. Lender shall give Borrower notice

at the time of or prior to such an interior inspection specifying such reasonable cause." Ex.

2, DOT § 7 (emphasis added).

20. Upon information and belief, Novastar Mortgage Inc. shortly after the signing of

the mortgage transferred or negotiated its interest in the Note and DOT to Defendant Novastar

Trust.

21. At all times since the signing of the mortgage, Ms. Harrington has lived in the

Property as her primary residence and the Property has never been vacant.

22. In or around February 2010, Ocwen Loan Servicing, LLC ("Ocwen") became the

servicer of the subject loan.

23. In or around October 4,2018, Ocwen Loan Servicing LLC merged with PHH", and

PHH continued servicing the loan under its name.

24. Over the last ten years, Ms. Harrington has transacted business with Ocwen, PHH,

or NewRez, or with all of them, as follows:

a. the servicers have sent Ms. Harrington letters regarding her loan;

^ Ocwen Financial Corporation, Current Report (Form 8-K) (Oct. 4, 2018),
https://www.sec.eov/Archives/ed2ar/data/873860/000149315218014073/form8-k.htm.



b. Ms. Harrington has paid the servicers her monthly payment including escrow

payments for taxes and insurance which the servicers then utilized to pay Ms.

Harrington's property taxes and insurance premiums;

c. the servicers have accepted payment from Ms. Harrington and applied certain

amounts to the principal, interest, taxes, and insurance of the loan;

d. the servicers have charged and collected money from Ms. Harrington for late fees,

phone/web payment fees, attorney's fees, and property preservation fees;

e. the servicers have calculated Ms. Harrington's interest and escrow payments and

sent Ms. Harrington an annual Escrow Disclosure Statements identifying the

amount paid over the previous year and the anticipated amount to be paid in the

upcoming year as well as Ms. Harrington's new monthly payment;

f. PHH and Ocwen have engaged in loss mitigation with Ms. Harrington including

executing at least one loan modification agreement;

g. the servicers have responded to letters and communications from Ms. Harrington

regarding her consumer loan.

Property Preservation Background

25. When a mortgage servicer, such as PHH, believes that a borrower for a loan it is

servicing is 45-60 days late on their scheduled payments, the servicer will begin what is known as

property preservation services at the property. In theory, property preservation services are to

determine with the property is occupied, being maintained, and to protect the lender and

borrower's interest in the property. Property preservation services can include inspections reports,

vacancy determinations, photographs, repairs, winterization, invoices, and the like.



26. Instead of maintaining internal property preservation departments, mortgage

servicers contract with national property preservation providers (in this case, Guardian) to carry

out the services at the borrower's property on their behalf. National firms can be responsible for

property preservation of tens of thousands of properties at any given time.

27. In turn. Guardian contracts with hundreds or thousands of regional or local agents

(in this case, Ed's and Alem) across the country to physically visit the properties and perform the

property preservation services.

28. Typically, the local and regional agents are not required to have any specialized

experience, license, or training. The local and regional agents are paid per job completed rather

than hourly and are not reimbursed for travel expenses.

29. At the start of the process, PHH or NewRez utilizes servicing software to

electronically direct Guardian to conduct an occupancy determination or external inspection of a

property to determine whether it is occupied.

30. Guardian then directs the regional or local agent to visit the property to perform the

service requested by the servicer. The regional or local agent may subcontract this work out even

further.

31. The initial inspection consists of a local agent visiting a property for as little as two

to five minutes, filling out a template form on an electronic device within the national firm's

database, taking pictures, and deciding in their judgment whether the property is occupied or

vacant, or needs repairs or other work. These vacancy reports are unreliable as demonstrated in

this case three out of ten reports falsely declared the Property vacant.
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32. The local agent's inputs into the software create an inspection report containing

answers to certain questions and pictures of the property within Guardian's software database. The

report ultimately states whether the property is occupied or vacant,

33. If the property is deemed occupied, the inspections will continue monthly until the

borrower is current on their payments, the loan is paid off, or the property is foreclosed upon.

34. If the agent deems the property vacant, they are supposed to leave a notice for the

homeowner instructing the homeowner to contact their mortgage servicer or national property

preservation firm to state whether the properly is occupied.

35. A report that a property is vacant automatically triggers work orders from PHH or

NewRez to Guardian, and in turn from Guardian to a local or regional agent to secure the property

including entering the property, changing the lock, placing a lockbox on the property for later entry

by other workers, performing interior inspections, tampering with utilities, and removing personal

property from the home.

36. Guardian is incentivized to deem a property vacant because it can charge more for

the follow-up property preservation services than it can for an occupancy inspection. And even if

the determination is incorrect, there almost never consequences for the property preservation

vendor as seen in this case.

37. All property preservation services are charged to the borrower's loan account and

must be paid by the borrower to pay off the loan.

Control and Agency

38. The contract between PHH and Guardian includes requirements for the services

and the prices that Guardian can charge for such services. Upon information and belief, the timing.

11



charges, and requirements for inspections may differ depending on the ultimate owner or investor

of the loan.

39. Upon information and belief. Guardian has a written "form" contract with its local

and regional vendors. The contract requires its vendors to carry out Guardian's specific orders,

within specific time frames, exercise no discretion, and ask no questions — all under the threat of

having their vendor contract terminated if these terms are not followed.

40. Guardian "form" contract requires its regional and local agents to follow all of its

practices, policies, use its technology/software, and procedures which are in turn in compliance

with the terms of the contract between the servicer and Guardian.

41. Guardian's "form" contract permits its local or regional agents to further

subcontract the services ordered by Guardian, but also requires any subcontract to implement many

of the same terms, obligations, and mandates set forth in Guardian's "form" contract. The primary

vendor must also report the identity and qualifications of any subcontractor and Guardian is

granted the right to reject any subcontractor.

42. Guardian's mandated "form" contract allows Guardian, and indirectly

PHH/NewRez, to control the conduct of its vendors — including the methods, manner, and timing

of services performed — while eliminating any discretion to reject work orders under the threat of

being cut off from further work orders, and thus, further income.

Ms. Elarringtoii's Home is Determined to Be Occupied for Six Months in a Row

43. In February 2020, Ms. Harrington fell behind on her mortgage after the death of

her son-in-law. Ms. Harrington was devastated by the loss and the problem was compounded by

the arrival of the Covid-19 pandemic.

12



44. Ms. Harrington resumed payments on her mortgage in May 2020 and has continued

to make monthly payments through the present.

45. In response to Ms. Harrington falling behind on her payments, PHH first directed

property preservation company Alti-Source and then Guardian to perform monthly occupancy

inspections of Ms. Harrington's Property in or around May 2020.

46. On May 8, 2020, an Alti-Source inspector visited Ms. Harrington's Property to

perform an occupancy inspection. The inspection report certified that the Property was occupied

based on several factors including that there was personal property present and that no maintenance

was needed. Ms. Harrington's account was charged $15.00 for the service.

47. On June 10, 2020, an Alti-Source inspector visited Ms. Harrington's Property to

perform an occupancy inspection. The inspection report certified that the Property was occupied

based on several factors including that there was personal property present and that no maintenance

was needed. Ms. Harrington's account was charged $15.00 for the service.

48. On July 3,2020, a Guardian inspector visited Ms. Harrington's Property to perform

an occupancy inspection. The invoice associated with the inspection is from Guardian to Ocwen.

The inspection report contains the Guardian Asset Management logo and states that the "Work

Provider" is "Guardian Asset Management." The inspector certified that the Property was occupied

based on visual observations such as decorations, a maintained lawn, and Ms. Harrington's utilities

being active. PHH paid Guardian $19.50 for the inspection and then charged Ms. Harrington's

account $19.50 for the service. Ex. 3.

49. On July 31, 2020, a Guardian inspector visited Ms. Harrington's Property to

perform an occupancy inspection. The invoice associated with the inspection is from Guardian to

Ocwen. The inspection report contains the Guardian Asset Management logo and states that the

13



"Work Provider" is "Guardian Asset Management." The inspector certified that the Property was

occupied based on visual observations such as decorations, furniture being present, and Ms.

Harrington's utilities being active. PHH paid Guardian $19.50 for the inspection and then charged

Ms. Harrington's account $19.50 for the service. Ex. 4.

50. On August 26, 2020, a Guardian inspector visited Ms. Harrington's Property to

perform an occupancy inspection. The invoice associated with the inspection is from Guardian to

Ocwen. The inspection report contains the Guardian Asset Management logo and states that the

"Work Provider" is "Guardian Asset Management." The inspector certified that the Property was

occupied based on verification from a neighbor that the Property was occupied. The inspector's

report also stated that personal property worth over $500.00 was present, and Ms. Harrington's

utilities were active. PHH paid Guardian $19.50 for the inspection and then charged Ms.

Harrington's account $19.50 for the service. Ex. 5.

51. On October 30, 2020, a Guardian inspector visited Ms. Harrington's Property to

perform an occupancy inspection. The invoice associated with the inspection is from Guardian to

Ocwen. The inspection report contains the Guardian Asset Management logo and states that the

"Work Provider" is "Guardian Asset Management." The inspector certified that the Property was

occupied based on direct contact with Ms. Harrington who informed the inspector that she lived

in the property. The inspector's report also stated that personal property was present, and Ms.

Harrington's utilities were active. PHH paid Guardian $19.50 for the inspection and then charged

Ms. Harrington's account $19.50 for the service. Ex. 6.

Defendants Falsely Declare Ms. Harrington's Property Vacant

52. On November 25, 2020 (the day before Thanksgiving), Guardian sent inspector

Edward Albert of Defendant Ed's to perform an occupancy inspection of Ms. Harrington's home

14



for the first time. The inspector was at the Property for approximately six minutes from 1:39-l:45

p.m. The invoice associated with the inspection is from Guardian to Ocwen. The inspection report

contains the Guardian Asset Management logo and states that the "Work Provider" is "Guardian

Asset Management" Unlike the six previous inspections, the Property was deemed to be "vacant,"

a finding that was false and unsupported by the evidence. PHH paid Guardian $19.50 for the

inspection and then charged Ms. Harrington's account $19.50 for the service. Ex. 7.

53. The report states that the vacancy was determined by 'Visual observation" and that

visual observation vacancy was determined by "Notices posted at property." Id. This assertion is

false as the Property was occupied and the pictures of the Properly do not show any such notices.

The report also falsely claims that the utilities were not active. In support of this determination,

the report perplexingly states only 'Vacant" in the comment section seemingly meant to justify the

determination that the utilities were off. Ms. Harrington's utility bills show that her utilities were

active that day and this could have been confirmed by the house's electric meter which is visible

from outside of the house. The report does not indicate that the inspector attempted to verify

whether the Property was occupied by speaking with a neighbor as was done the prior month.

54. The report does correctly state that:

a. property was secure;

b. there was a gate which was secure;

c. personal property was present;

d. the property was in fair condition;

e. there was no exterior damage present;

f. the property did not need glass replaced, boarded or screened, nor the grass cut;

g. there were no hazards present; and

15



h. there were no violations posted.

Yet all of this information was ignored in making the false vacancy determination. Id.

55. The November 25, 2020 report falsely claims that the inspector left a "vacancy

posting" at the Property. This statement is false as explained below. From the inspection report, it

appears that the notice left at the Property was a version of the "Guardian RMS Emergency Contact

Posting" ("ECP") form not a version of the Guardian "Vacant Notice Posting" ("VNP") form.

Compare:

NOTICE

THSS PROPERTY IS UNDER lin- MaKaOEWRNT GCAI«>IANA!aET
>  iS AVAil-ABI^.FOR SAi^ TO

JOTPeCT UlE MAY BEMAOF- raROCGH A (USAI. ESTATB BRQKER OP
rOUBCHOlCE. THE PROPERTYMAY ̂fOT BE ENTERED UNTH.JT IS OFPHRHJ FOR (

SAIE-- ■ \

BMERGESaFS OB TO Rm>RT A PROf ERTY CONDrnON AT THIS HOME
REQWBJSG IS^KOiATE ATreSTlOXSHOCl-D BE REPORTED TO;

Copy of Guardian RMS Emergency Contact Posting left at the Property on December 14,2020.

{inn h^pccci(^i^«ai«resiu^porp4ivi^jUftetMajuigec«entu«Ue6

lY > A requtsiin* titcfviso a so dc dete^nuBlB' tl la
nrupsda: CemsnUnKPtsxifi m»otma co))? dia&iebAxha

d  hlirs<K e$te cabTSOAr la ocupacJ^^

Fcchs ce pjtbiioc.en:



Copy of Guardian "Vacant Notice Posting" left at the Property on March 6, 2021 when Guardian

again falsely determined the Property was vacant.

56. The ECP not does not state the Property has been deemed vacant or that Ms.

Harrington should contact Guardian or her mortgage company to prevent a break-in. Ms.

Harrington never saw the notice herself, but to the extent it did exist, it did not inform her that her

house was about to be broken into. The ECP claims that the Property is under management of

Guardian, which is clearly false. It also claims that no one may enter the property until it is listed

for sale which again is false as Ms. Harrington had the unqualified right at all times to enter her

Property while the Defendants had no such right to control, enter, or sell the Property at that time.

57. The VNP is still woefully inadequate to inform a reasonable homeowner that their

mortgage servicer has hired Guardian to conduct an occupancy determination inspection in order

to ensure that there is no damage to the property in the event the property was vacant. It does not

inform the homeowner that if they do not contact Guardian within seven days, a group of strangers

will break into their home, rifle through their things, and change their locks. But at least it does

say the property may be vacant and urges the homeowner to call Guardian to confirm occupancy

which the ECP did not. By leaving the ECP, Ms. Harrington was not given even the slightest

chance to prevent her home from being broken at the direction of her mortgage servicer.

58. Upon information and belief, following the creation of the November 25, 2020

inspection report. Guardian submitted the report to or otherwise informed PHH that the Property

was vacant. Guardian did not perform a quality control review of the inspection report because if

it did, it would have discovered the errors contained therein.

59. After being informed of the potential vacancy, PHH did not take any actions to

confirm that the vacancy report was correct. It did not call Ms. Harrington or send her a letter.

17



Incredibly, PHH did send Ms. Harrington at her home address a Servicemembers Civil Relief Act

Notice on December 2, 2020 informing her that she was behind on her mortgage payments. The

letter did not contain any information regarding the suspected vacancy or warn Ms. Harrington in

any way that her home was about to be broken into.

60. PHH and NewRez did not inform Guardian that Ms. Harrington had made payments

on May 27,2020; June 30,2020; July 31,2020; August 31,2020 (a double payment); October 29,

2020; and November 29, 2020. Instead, on December 10, 2020, PHH and NewRez acted

unreasonably and directed Guardian to break into Mr. Harrington's home.

61. Upon information and belief. Guardian did not review the November 25, 2020

inspection report to ensure that it was performed correctly, did not require any proof that the

utilities were not active, or that the proper notice had been left at the Property. Guardian did not

ask PHH whether Ms. Harington was making payments, whether it had been in contact with her,

or make any other inquiries that a reasonable person would have made before ordering that a

person's home be broken into.

62. On or before December 14, 2020, upon information and belief. Guardian directed

its agents Defendants Alem, Defendant Ed's, or other unknown individuals to break into Ms.

Harrington's home.

63. According to the December 14,2020 report, the agents reached the Property around

3:25 p.m. There is no indication that a secondary vacancy inspection was performed to confirm

the Property was vacant as the individuals ignored all of Ms. Harrington's present personal

property and her active utilities. The individuals did as they were directed and broke into Ms.

Harrington's home by breaking her windows. From the timestamp on the pictures in the reports,

they spent approximately 2.5 hours in Ms. Harrington's house during which time they helped
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themselves to steal Ms. Harrington's personal belongings including $6,400.00 in cash and other

items. Incredibly, PHH paid Guardian $55.00 for its work and charged that amount to Ms.

Harrington's account. Ex. 8.

64. Upon information and belief, the agents did not report to Guardian that the Property

was occupied after the inspection. Instead, the Property was again deemed vacant, additional work

was ordered, and the ECP was posted on the front door.

65. Ms. Harrington returned home around 8:30 pm on December 14, 2020. She

immediately realized something was wrong as noticed she could see the interior lights coming out

of the front window which was not the way she had left it and that her blinds had been damaged.

As she approached the house, she saw that someone had moved a cabinet that was in front of her

front window and had broken the window when they tried to pry open the window frame. Her

terror continued when she walked around the Property to see that the side gate as well as the kitchen

window were left wide open. At the back of the house, her back window was broken and she could

see the backdoor, which had been shut with a kick bar and screwed shut, had been opened and

damaged, and the lock changed. During this time, a neighbor came over to tell her that she had

observed three woman and up to four men at Ms. Harrington's house. The neighbor was concerned

that something was wrong, but did not have Ms. Harrington's phone number. The neighbor took a

picture of the truck's license plate just in case.

66. When Ms. Harrington tried to open her front door, she found that a key had been

broken off in the bottom lock rendering it unusable, which eventually needed to be replaced. When

Ms. Harrington entered her house, she found that it had been ransacked and that her personal

property had been thrown everywhere. For some reason, a bag of leaves and yard waste had been

emptied, and her refrigerator was unplugged and all the food within lost. In the kitchen, she was
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devastated to find that $6,400 in cash that she had won in the lottery had been stolen at of a purse

and has since realized additional personal property was taken. This money was supposed to get

her through the winter.

67. Ms. Harrington called her neighbor who is a police officer to ask him what to do.

He told her to wait until morning to call the police because the police would not be able to

investigate and take pictures at night, and because of the pandemic, the officers would likely not

enter her home while she was there. Ms. Harrington did as instructed.

68. In the morning, Ms. Harrington called the Metropolitan Police Department

("MFD") and Officer Mark Treu came to her house to take a report. While the Officer Treu was

at the property, Ms. Harrington called PHH. The PHH agent told her that she was not in

foreclosure, that PHH had not instructed anyone to enter her home, and that the people that did

were "crooks."

69. Officer Treu then called Guardian using Ms. Harrington's cell phone. Guardian told

the officer that that Guardian's agent had changed the locks on the back door and would be back

tomorrow to change the locks on the front door.

70. Ms. Harrington then called PHH back to report that Guardian was sending someone

back to the property and the PHH agent told her that PHH had not directed Guardian to do that and

someone was scamming her.

71. That night Ms. Harrington went out to get something to eat because she could not

eat the food in her fridge knowing that someone had been in there. When she returned home, there

were two individuals standing out of her house taking pictures with a large truck with a toe-hitch.

She approached them and asked them what they were doing and why they were at her house.

Tiying to intimidate her, the men repeatedly stated: "you don't pay your bills"; ̂ Ve are going to
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evict you"; "we work for the bank." Ms. Harrington physically chased them off her property to

their vehicles before they left.

72. After the break-in, Ms. Harrington had multiple phone calls with Guardian

informing them that she lived in the property.

73. In January, February, and March 2021, PHH continued to order Guardian and its

agents to visit Ms. Harrington's home.

74. On March 6, 2021, the Defendants continued to harass and intimidate Ms.

Harrington. Around 4:45 p.m. Ms. Harrington returned home to find a big pickup truck parked in

front of her house. She glanced at her door and saw a notice posted on her door stating that the

property was vacant and she must contact Guardian within seven days. The notice further

embarrassed Ms. Harrington because all of her neighbors could see it and are going to believe that

she is in foreclosure because of the repeated visits. Ms. Harrington was extremely fearful that

someone would break into her home again because of the vacancy determination.

Notice of Error Letters

75. On January 15, 2021, Ms. Harrington sent a Notice of Error and Request for

Information letter ("First NOE") pursuant to RESPA and Regulation X, 12 C.F.R. § 1024.35-

1024.36. Ex. 9. In the First NOE, Ms. Harrington notified that PHH's determination that her

Property was vacant was in error, requested that any charges associated with property preservation

be refunded, and her personal items returned. Also, Ms. Harrington requested copies of all of all

documentation supporting the vacancy determination related to her home.

76. In a letter dated Februaiy 22, 2020, PHH and NewRez insufficiently responded to

Ms. Harrington's First NOE as it determined that "no error occurred." Ex. 10. PHH claimed that

the property was found vacant, which is false as Ms. Harrington lived in the property at all times.
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In addition, PHH curiously produced inspection reports for the months of May-September 2020

and December 14,2020, but did not produce the November 25,2020 report when the property was

allegedly found vacant. As described above, a simple review of that report showed that it contained

inaccurate information and that then notice left at the property was inadequate. Finally, the letter

listed all of the property preservation charges on the account and stated they were correct and

refused to refund the property preservation fees associated with the faulty November 25, 2020

inspection and the December 14, 2020 break-in. PHH is attempting to charge Ms. Harrington for

falsely declaring her home vacant, breaking into it, and stealing her money.

77. On March 2, 2021, Ms. Harrington sent PHH a follow-up Notice of Error and

Request for Information Letter ("Second NOE") regarding the information that was absent from

the initial response. Ex. 11. In the Second NOE, Ms. Harrington pointed out that PHH had not

produced any documentation in its first response that supported a vacancy determination. She

reiterated her request for copies of the alleged October and November 2020 inspection reports and

requested that the vacancy determination be rescinded and that all charges associated with the

vacancy determination be refunded as they were in error.

78. On April 15,2021, PHH and NewRez again responded. Ex. 12. PHH continued to

insist that the Property was determined to be vacant. After previous stating that all properly

preservation charges were correct, PHH and NewRez admitted that was incorrect as it waived the

property inspection fees for September 29,2020 and January 26,2020, but did not refund or waive

the property preservation fees for the faulty November 25, 2020 inspection or the December 14,

2020 break-in. Attached to the response were the October and November 2020 inspection reports.

Harm suffered by Ms. Harrington
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79. Ms. Harrington suffered damages proximateiy caused by Defendants' conduct

including, but not limited to:

a. loss of approximately $6,400 in cash and other personal property;

b. damage to Property that was or needs to be replaced including a new front door

lock, new back door, new back door lock, a kick bar for the backdoor, and front

and back windows;

c. the illegal break-in has caused significant psychological and emotional distress. She

lives in constant fear of another break-in. Ms. Harrington has had trouble sleeping,

felt depressed, tired, and suffered from anxiety and stress stemming from the break-

in and harassment. She has lost time and suffered aggravation. Ms. Harrington

begun visiting a mental health professional and has been prescribed medicine to

help her sleep; and

d. incurring attorneys' fees, postage costs, and loss of time associated with repeated

notice of error letters.

80. For days following the break-in, Ms. Harrington found it hard to even go into her

kitchen because she was so upset and worried about germs during the pandemic. Ms. Harrington

no longer feels safe in her home. She has had trouble sleeping and has felt tired throughout the

day.

81. She has found herself depressed and wary. For a period of time, eveiy time she left

the house she would circle the blocks several times to make sure that no one was waiting to break

in the house.

82. On several occasions, Ms. Harrington has become extremely fearful that

individuals in cars that she did not recognize were there to break into her house again. On one
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Sunday following the break-in, Ms. Harrington went out and came home in the early afternoon

and there were some men sitting in a car directly across from her house and she pulled into the

empty space in front of them. Because of the break-in and subsequent harassment by Guardian and

its agents, Ms. Harrington was so fearful of the men sitting in the car that she went to 7/11 in hopes

that they would leave while she was gone. When she returned 20 minutes later, the men were still

there. Ms. Harrington stayed in her car for 10 minutes before exiting the car with a bag of groceries

she had bought for her neighbor. She ended up walking around the block and when she came back

they were still there. This was over the course of more than a half hour of them sitting there doing

nothing outside in the cold. She ended up calling her neighbor who is a police officer and who told

her to call the MPD and give them a special message which she did. Yet she was afraid to go into

her own house. She was still so worried, that she left after the police did not come within 10

minutes, that she left again so she would not be there when they arrived so as to be associated with

the call. She stayed away about a half hour and when she came back the men had finally left. She

took a picture of their car just in case and they saw her do it.

83. In addition, the theft of the $6,400 left Ms. Harrington unable to become current on

her mortgage, pay other bills, or buy basic necessities such as groceries. Ms. Harrington was too

ashamed to tell people that she did not have money for food until the end of the month when she

was to receive her social security check that she did not eat for several days before her daughter

realized something was wrong and brought her some money.

84. The theft also resulted in additional late fees and inspections fees since December

14,2020 which would not have occurred if not for the theft.

PHH's History of a Pattern and Practice of Systematic Servicing Misconduct
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85. On December 19,2013, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau announced that

it and 49 state attorneys general filed a consent order in federal court addressing Ocwen's

"systemic misconduct at every stage of the mortgage servicing process." These federal and state

authorities complained, inter alia, that Ocwen violated state laws prohibiting unfair and deceptive

practices with respect to consumer loan servicing by:

•  failing to timely and accurately apply payments made by borrowers and failing to maintain

accurate account statements;

•  charging borrowers unauthorized fees for default-related services;

•  providing false or misleading information in response to consumer complaints;

•  providing false or misleading information to borrowers regarding loans that have been

transferred from other servicers;

•  providing false or misleading information to consumers about the status of foreclosure

proceedings; and

• making false attestation of information in affidavits.

86. On February 26, 2016, a Consent Judgment was entered against Ocwen in

connection with these practices.^

^ Available at https://ww\\^consumerfinance.gov/about-us/newsroom/cfpb-state-authorities-
order-ocwen-to-provide-2-billion-in-relief-to-homeowners-for-servicing-wrongs/ (last visited
May 14, 2021); see also Complaint, available at
https://nationalocwensettlement.eom/Portals/0/Documents/AGComplaint.pdf (last visited May
14,2021).
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87. On April 20, 2017, the District of Columbia Department of Insurance, Securities

and Banking entered a temporary order to cease and desist and notice of charges against Ocwen

Loan Servicing'^ finding that:

During the examination, the Department identified several violations of District and
federal law, including, but not limited to, consumer escrow accounts that could not
be reconciled, incorrect or misleading information given to consumers related to
loss mitigation efforts for delinquent loans, issues with the transfer of servicing
notifications, and deficiencies in annual disclosures, including privacy notices and
private mortgage insurance disclosures. Additionally, based on the fmancials the
Respondent provided the Department determined that the Respondent's financial
condition was significantly deteriorating.

19.
88. On October 15,2020, PHH entered into a Final Consent Judgment with The Office

of the Attorney General for the State of Florida for $5,160,000 related to complaints from Florida

consumers regarding its mortgage servicing practices including "excessive charges related to

property preservation inspections." ̂ 110

V. Causes Of Action

COUNT I - TRESPASS TO REAL PROPERTY AND CHATTEL

(Plaintiff v. All Defendants)

89. Ms. Harrington repeats the allegations of preceding paragraphs 1-88 as if fully set

forth herein.

90. Ms. Harrington had a legal right to exclusive possession of the subject property and

personal property therein.

91. Defendants knew that Ms. Harrington lawfully resided in the subject property.

'^Available at
https://disb.dc.gOv/sites/default/files/dc/sites/disb/Dublication/attachments/OC WEN%20Loan%2

0%20Temporarv%200rder 1 .pdf (last visited May 14, 2021).
^ Available at http://mvfloridalegal.com/webflles.nsf/WF/SSWN-BUEHCR/$file/Ocwen-
Florida+Consent+Judgment+-+As-Filed.Ddf (last visited May 14, 2021).
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92. On December 14, 2020, Defendants Guardian, Ed's or Alem, or all of them, as

venders and at the direction or for the benefit of PHH and NewRez entered and remained in the

Property without permission and stole Ms. Harrington's personal property and damaged her real

property.

93. Defendants exercised dominion and control over Ms. Harrington's personal

property to the restriction and exclusion of Ms. Harrington's possessory and property rights.

94. The unlawful entry and trespass upon the Property interfered with Ms. Harrington's

possession, ownership, use, and enjoyment of the real and personal property.

95. Ms. Harrington never consented to the trespass, nor did Defendants have any

justifiable basis for entering the Property as Ms. Harrington's did not have any notice of the alleged

inspection and the Property was not vacant or abandon.

96. The actions described herein proximately caused Ms. Harrington's damages

described above including those set forth in paragraphs 79 through 84.

97. WHEREFORE, Ms. Harrington respectfully requests that the Court:

a. enter judgment in favor of Ms. Harrington jointly and severally against Defendants

for their unlawful ti'espass;

b. award Ms. Harrington non-duplicative actual damages and losses including

emotional distress and personal humiliation sustained by Ms. Harrington as a

direct and proximate result of the acts and omissions described herein as

determined by the trier of fact;

c. award Ms. Harrington punitive damages as determined by the trier of fact against

Defendants as their actions were replete with malice and were accompanied with

fraud, ill will, recklessness, wantonness, oppressiveness, willful disregard of the
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Ms. Harrington 's rights as described above; and

d. grant Ms. Harrington other and further relief as the Court finds necessary and

proper.

COUNT II - INTRUSION UPON SECLUSION

(Ms. Harrington v. All Defendants)

98. Ms. Harrington repeats the allegations of preceding paragraphs 1-88 as if fully set

forth herein.

99. The tort of intrusion upon seclusion has three elements: (1) an invasion or

interference by physical intrusion, by use of a defendant's sense of sight or hearing, or by use of

some form of investigation or examination (2) into a place where the plaintiff has secluded herself,

or into her private or secret concerns (3) that would be highly offensive to an ordinaiy, reasonable

person. Greenpeace, Inc. v. Dow Chem. Co.^ 97 A.3d 1053, 1062 (D.C. 2014).

100. On or before December 14, 2020, PHH and NewRez directed, allowed, or did not

prevent. Guardian, Ed's, or Alem to break into Ms. Harrington's home without reasonable

justification or a legal right.

101. Through the unauthorized December 14, 2020 entry. Defendants intruded on Ms.

Harrington's privacy and right of seclusion.

102. The trespass involved an invasion by physical intrusion into Ms. Harrington's

home, rifling through her personal belongs, and taking pictures of the inside of her home to share

with third-parties.

103. The home occupies a special place in the pantheon of constitutional rights. United

States V. Craighead, 539 F.3d 1073, 1077 (9th Cir. 2008). The overriding respect for the sanctity

of the home that has been embedded in our traditions since the origins of the Republic. Payton v.

New York, 445 U.S. 573, 601 (1980). Therefore, such an intrusion committed by Defendants
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Guardian, Ed's or Alem, as agents and at the direction or for the benefit of PHH and NewRez, that

did not meet any legal justification, was more than highly offensive to a reasonable person.

104. The actions described herein proximately caused Ms. Harrington's damages

described above including those set forth in paragraph 79 through 84.

105. WHEREFORE, Ms. Harrington respectfully requests tliat the Court:

a. enter Judgment in favor of Ms. Harrington jointly and severally against Defendants

for their intrusion upon seclusion;

b. award Ms. Harrington non-duplicative actual damages and losses including

emotional distress and personal humiliation sustained by Ms. Harrington as a

direct and proximate result of the acts and omissions described herein as

determined by the trier of fact;

c. award Ms. Harrington punitive damages as determined by the trier of fact against

Defendants as their actions were replete with malice and were accompanied with

fraud, ill will, recklessness, wantonness, oppressiveness, willful disregard of the

Ms. Harrington 's rights as described above; and

d. grant Ms. Harrington other and further relief as the Court finds necessary and

proper.

COUNT III - CONVERSION

(Ms, Harrington v. All Defendants)

106. Ms. Harrington repeats the allegations of preceding paragraphs 1-88 as if fully set

forth herein.

107. Conversion is an unlawful exercise of ownership, dominion, and control over the

personal property of another in denial or repudiation of his right to such property.
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108. Defendants entered the Property without Ms. Harrington's permission and in

violation of law. Ms. Harrington had personal property therein and had an absolute and

unconditional right to the immediate possession of such personal property.

109. Defendants unlawfully exercised ownership, dominion, or control over Ms.

Harrington's personal property and denied Ms. Harrington's right to that property.

110. Ms. Harrington demanded return of her personal property.

111. Defendants never returned her property.

112. Such actions as depriving Ms. Harrington of her money and personal property

constituted willful disregard of the Plaintiffs rights and intensively aggravated the injury inflicted.

113. The actions described herein proximately caused Ms. Harrington's damages

described above including those set forth in paragraph 79 through 84.

114. WHEREFORE, Ms. Harrington respectfully requests that the Court:

a. enter judgment in favor of Ms. Harrington jointly and severally against Defendants

for their conversion of Ms. Hairington 's property;

b. award Ms. Hairington non-duplicative actual damages and losses including

emotional distress and personal humiliation sustained by Ms. Harrington as a

direct and proximate result of the acts and omissions described herein as

determined by the trier of fact;

c. award Ms. Harrington punitive damages as determined by the trier of fact against

Defendants as their actions were replete with malice and were accompanied with

fraud, ill will, recklessness, wantonness, oppressiveness, willful disregard of the

Ms. Harrington's rights as described above; and

d. grant Ms. Harrington other and further relief as the Court finds necessary and
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proper.

COUNT IV - VIOLATIONS OF DC CPPA

(Ms. Harrington v. PHH, NRIC, NewRez, Guardian, Ed% andAlem)

115. Ms. Harrington repeats the allegations of preceding paragraphs 1-88 as if fiilly set

forth herein.

116. The District of Columbia, in order to protect consumers from unfair and misleading

business practices and to provide consumers with proper redress of grievances, enacted the

Consumer Protection Procedures Act ("CPPA"), D.C. Code § 28-3901, et seq.

117. Any consumer who suffers damages as a result of violations of the CPPA may bring

an action and recover $1500 per violation or treble damages, whichever is greater, punitive

damages, attorneys' fees, and other appropriate relief.

118. Ms. Harrington is a consumer under the CPPA as the loan was for her personal

primary residence.

119. PHH, NRIC, and NewRez are merchants pursuant to D.C. Code § 28-3901(a)(3)

and therefore subject to the CPPA. As servicers of residential mortgage loans to individual

borrowers in the District of Columbia including Ms. Harrington, PHH, NRIC, and NewRez

directly or indirectly provide consumer goods or services in the form of mortgage lending and

servicing, debt collection, property preservation services, or are sufficiently connected to the

plainly consumer supply side of the residential loan origination and mortgage servicing.

120. Guardian, Ed's, and Alem are merchants pursuant to D.C. Code § 28-3901(a)(3)

and therefore subject to the CPPA. As property preservation providers for residential mortgage

lenders and servicers in die District of Columbia including Ms. Harrington, Guardian, Ed's, and

Alem directly or indirectly provide consumer goods or services, or are sufficiently connected to

the plainly consumer supply side of the residential loan industry, mortgage servicing, property
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management, and property preservation. Guardian's, Ed's', and Alem's fees are ultimately charged

back to the consumer, in this case, Ms. Harrington and performed at her house.

121. The CPPA prohibits a wide variety of deceptive trade practices perpetrated against

consumers. D.C. Code § 28—3904. The practices prohibited include engaging in any unfair or

deceptive trade practice, whether or not any consumer is in fact misled, deceived, or damaged by

the statute. Id. § 28-3904.

122. Defendants violated the CPPA when they engaged in unfair and deceptive trade

practices during the servicing of a residential mortgage including, but not limited to:

a. failing to maintain reasonable policies, practices, procedures, quality control, and

supervision of their property preservation services which have resulted in

foreseeable harm to Ms. Harrington and other borrowers. This practice is

additionally unfair as NewRez wholly owns Guardian and benefits financially from

the failures described herein;

b. failing to notify Ms. Harrington that they believed her Property was vacant and that

they intended to enter her property before doing so;

c. failing to communicate to Guardian that Ms. Harrington was making monthly

payments;

d. issuing work orders to vendors and subcontractors that could not be completed

without violating District of Columbia law;

e. breaking and entering into the Property, changing the locks, and removing personal

property without legal justification;

f. employing vendors who were not licensed to conduct business within the District

of Columbia;
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g. failing to correct errors related to mortgage servicing under the RESPA including

charging Ms. Harrington $55.00 for a new lock and lockbox when the entry onto

her property was unreasonable and illegal because the Property was occupied at all

times and Ms. Harrington was not given notice prior to entry;

h. failing to maintain proper procedures and quality controls to ensure that its agents

did not improperly deem the Property vacant causing Ms. Harrington financial

harm and emotional distress;

i. informing Ms. Harrington that PHH had not ordered Guardian to enter her home;

j. posting a notice on Ms. Harrington's door that her Property was *\mder the

management of Guardian Asset Management" and that the '^property may not be

entered until it is offered for sale";

k. employing agents and inspectors who do not have sufficient experience or training

to conduct property preservation services including employing Guardian, Ed's and

Alem, none of which are licensed to do business in the District of Columbia;

1. Guardian's training of its agents is inadequate and there is not adequate quality

control or supervision of its agents to prevent false vacancy determinations, illegal

break-ins, and theft;

m. paying agents a small, fixed fee per inspection regardless of the amount of time it

takes for the agent to perform the work. This incentivizes speed over accuracy and

results in mistakes by the agents. This also encourage agents to steal;

n. Guardian is incentivized to declare a property vacant because as seen here, it is

rewarded with follow-up work which is more highly priced that a basic vacancy

inspection. Guardian knows that the work is ultimately charged back to the
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homeowner. PHH, NewRez, and Guardian are ail owned by the same parent

company;

o. Guardian's procedures, best practices, manuals, and quality controls are

inadequate. Guardian did not review the November 25, 2020 inspection report

before sending agents to break into the Property. Guardian did not require that the

agents who visited the Property on November 25,2020 to leave a notice instructing

Ms. Harrington that the Property was deemed vacant and instructing Ms.

Harrington to contact Guardian to prevent the Property from being broken into.

Guardian did not seek additional information from PHH regarding the status of the

property including that Ms. Harrington was making payments, nor did it attempt to

contact her through mail or by phone. Guardian did not require that the agent that

visited the property on December 14, 2020 perform an independent inspection;

p. the November 25, 2020 inspection report falsely states the Property was vacant,

that there were notices posted at the Property upon which a vacancy determination

could be made, that the personal property present was not worth more than $500,

that the utilities were not active, and that a vacancy posting was left. The report

containing false statements was transmitted between the parties and ultimately to

the servicer. The false report generated a work order for an initial secure/break-in

which was unnecessary and illegal;

q. on December 14, 2020, the Defendants engaged in an unfair or deceptive trade

practice in that they or their agents entered Ms. Harrington's home at a time which

it was not vacant, without notice, and at a time they were not allowed to under the

terms of the Note and DOT. Moreover, the agents did not perform a secondary
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vacancy inspection to determine if the property was in fact vacant before breaking

windows to enter. Once the agents entered the Property, they did not cease their

work even though it was clear that the Property was occupied and that the utilities

were active. Instead, they proceeded to rummage through Ms. Harrington's

property taking dozens of pictures and invading her privacy. The Defendants

continued to deem the Property as vacant which caused the additional visit to the

Property on December 15, 2020;

r. Defendants told Ms. Harrington that the bank was going to evict her at a time which

there was no right to evict her.

123. Defendants' actions constitute unfair and deceptive practices within the meaning of

the CPPA which have directly and proximately caused damage to Ms. Harrington as described

above in paragraphs 79-84.

124. WHEREFORE, Defendants' intentional violations of the CPPA entitle the Court to

award Ms. Harrington the following, pursuant to, inter alia, D.C. Code Ann. § 28-3905 (k)(2) and

holding in Osboume v. Capital City Mortg. Corp., 667 A.2d 1321 (D.C. 1995) (permitting

recovery for emotional damages which result from fraudulent and intentional misrepresentation):

a. enter judgment in favor of Ms. Harrington Jointly and severally against PHH,

NRIC, NewRez, Guardian, Ed's, and Alem for their violations of the CPPA;

b. award Ms. Harrington non-duplicative actual damages and losses including

emotional distress and personal humiliation sustained by Ms. Harrington as a

direct and proximate result of the acts and omissions described herein as

determined by the trier of fact;
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c. award treble damages of the actual damages as provided in the CPPA; in the

alternative, statutory damages of $1,500.00 for each violation if higher actual

damages are not awarded;

d. award Ms. Harrington punitive damages as determined by the trier of fact as

Defendant's actions were replete with malice and were accompanied with fraud,

ill will, recklessness, wantonness, oppressiveness, willful disregard of the

financially vulnerable and elder individual's rights as described above;

e. award reasonable attorneys' fees and court costs as provided in the CPPA; and

f. grant the Ms. Harrington other and further relief as the Court finds necessary and

proper.

COUNT V - Violations of the Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act, 12 U.S.C. §
2601, ETSEQ

{Ms, Harrington v. PHH, NRIC, and NewRe^

125. Ms. Harrington repeats the allegations of preceding paragraphs 1-88 as if fully set

forth herein.

126. PHH, NRIC, and NewRez are loan servicers of a federally related mortgage.

127. Under the RESPA, upon receipt of a notice of error, a servicer is required to respond

to the borrower in writing stating the effective date of the correction of error or by providing in

writing that the servicer has determined that no error occurred within 30 business days of receipt.

If the servicer determines that no error occurred, the servicer must provide to the borrower a

statement of the reason(s) for this determination and a statement of the borrower's right to request

documents relied upon by the servicer in reaching its determination.

128. In addition, the RESPA also prohibits a servicer of a federally related mortgage

from failing "to take timely action to respond to a borrower's requests to correct errors relating to
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allocation of payments, final balances for purposes of paying off the loan, or avoiding foreclosure,

or other standard servicer's duties..." 12 U.S.C. § 2605(k)(l)(C).

129. Under the RESPA, upon receipt of a request for information, a servicer must within

30 business days provide the borrower with the requested information or conduct a reasonable

search for the requested information and provide the borrower with a written notification that states

the servicer has determined that the requested information is not available. 12 C.F.R. § 1024.36

130. On January 15, 2021, Ms. Harrington complied with the provisions of 12 U.S.C.

2605(E) & (K) and 12 C.F.R. §§ 1024.35 & 1024.36 when she sent her first notice of error and

request for information discussed in paragraph 75. Ex. 9. As such, Ms. Harrington was entitled to

the protections found in the statute and enforcing regulation.

131. The Defendants violated the RESPA when they failed to correct the error that Ms.

Harrington's Property was vacant, remove unnecessary property preservation charges from her

account, and failed to provide the requested information and documentation within the statutory

period. Ex. 10.

132. Because of Defendants' insufficient response, Ms. Harrington was required to send

a second notice of error and request for information letter on March 2, 2021 as discussed in

paragraph 77. Ex. 11.

133. Defendants again violated the RESPA because the second response on April 15,

2021 continued to insist that the Property was determined to be vacant, but did not refund or waive

the property preservation fees for the faulty November 25, 2020 inspection or the December 14,

2020 break-in. Ex. 12.

134. Ms. Harrington is entitled to statutory damages because PHH has engaged in a

pattern and practice of violating the RESPA as set forth above.
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135. Defendants' violations of RESPA have directly and proximately caused damage to

Ms. Harrington as described above in paragraphs 79-84.

136. WHEREFORE, Ms. Harrington respectfully requests that the Court enter judgment

in her favor against NRIC, NewRez and PHH pursuant to the RESPA for:

a. actual damages (including economic and non-economic) in amount to be

determined at trial;

b. statutory damages as provide by statute;

c. attorneys' fees and costs pursuant to 12 U.S.C. § 2605(f); and

d. grant such other and further relief as this Court finds necessary and proper.

COUNT VI - BREACH OF CONTRACT

(Ms. Harrington v. Novastar Trust)

137. Ms. Harrington repeats the allegations of preceding paragraphs 1-88 as if fully set

forth herein.

138. To prevail on a claim of breach of contract, a party must establish (1) a valid

contract between the parties; (2) an obligation or duty arising out of the contract; (3) a breach of

that duty; and (4) damages caused by breach. Tsintolas Realty Co. v. Mendez, 984 A.2d 181, 187

(D.C. 2009).

139. The Note and Deed of Trust constitute a binding and enforceable contract. Exs. 1-

2.

140. Assuming Novastar Trust provides that it is the owner or entity entitled to enforce

the Note, it has breached the terms of the Note and Deed of Trust by directing or allow its agents

to break into Ms. Harrington's property without reasonable cause, and without providing notice

specifying such reasonable cause. See Ex. 2 DOT § 7. Further, the break-in and charging for the

break-in were unreasonable and inappropriate for the protection of the Lender's interest because
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the property was not vacant, it was not damaged, and Ms. Harrington was making payments on

her loan,

141. Ms. Harrington has been injured as a result of Novastar Trust's conduct and is

entitled to compensatory, consequential, and incidental damages as allowed by law.

142. WHEREFORE, Ms. Harrington respectfully requests that the Court enter judgment

in her favor against Novastar Trust for breach of contract for compensatory, consequential, and

incidental damages in amount to be determined at trial and grant such other and further relief as

this Court finds necessaiy and proper.

COUNT Vn: NEGLIGENCE

(Ms. Harrington v. All Defendants)

143. Ms. Harrington repeats the allegations of preceding paragraphs 1-88 as if fully set

forth herein.

144. Defendants owed a duty to Ms. Harrington to use reasonable care when

determining the occupancy status, making a "vacancy" determination, and performing internal

inspections, lock changes, and property preservation activities.

145. The vacancy determination was made in conscious disregard of apparent facts

establishing that the Property was not vacant or abandoned. All Defendants had access to the

reports and photographs taken before, during, and after the work orders were effectuated.

146. Defendants voluntarily exercised control and dominion over the Property and

Ms. Harrington's personal property. Once a party voluntarily undertakes to perform a service, it

must do so in a manner that does not increase the risk of harm to the person affected by the

undertaking.

147. Defendants took affirmative steps to control access to and possession ofthe subject

Property by changing the locks, restricting access for a period of time, and exercising dominion
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and control over the personal property therein.

148. Defendants breached their duty to act prudently by contributing to and enabling the

destruction of Ms. Harrington's real and personal property and by failing to prevent any loss

or destruction after voluntarily exercising control and dominion over the property.

149. Defendants breached their duty to take reasonable steps to protect Ms.

Harrington's property by (a) making unreasonable "vacancy" determinations based on only a

minutes long inspection and in the face of clear evidence to the contrary, (b) failing to

adequately secure Ms. Harrington's property, (c) violating the law, (d) failing to follow their

own formalized procedures, manuals, and guidelines, and (e) failing to use reasonable care when

"securing" the property.

150. Defendants breached their duties to Ms. Harrington by recklessly or negligently

entering the subject Property without a court order and failing to take steps to adequately secure

and protect the property or prevent property damage and property loss. Additionally,

Defendants' duty is non-delegable.

151. It was known and reasonably foreseeable that improper "vacancy" determinations,

automatic orders for breaking into Ms. Harrington's property would cause harm and violated the

law and regulatory guidelines.

152. Defendants were aware that their actions would likely result in injury to Ms.

Harrington but willfully ignored their duty of reasonable care. Defendants' actions constitute gross

negligence, recklessness, or willful and wanton conduct in reckless disregard of Ms. Harrington's

rights. This conduct entitles Ms. Harrington to seek punitive damages in addition to compensator

damages.

153. The actions described herein proximately caused Ms. Harrington damages
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described above, including those set forth in paragraphs 79 through 84.

154. WHEREFORE, Ms. Harrington requests this Court to enter judgment in her

favor and against Defendants, award Ms. Harrington actual and punitive damages in amounts

determined at trial, and award Ms. Harrington attorneys' fees, costs, expenses, and any other Just

relief determined by the Court.

VI. Request For Relief

155. Ms. Harrington respectfully requests non-duplicative relief as stated within each

count above.

vn. Demand For Jury Trial

Ms. Harrington respectfully demands a trial by jury, pursuant to D.C. Sup. Ct. R. 38, of all

issues triable of right by a jury.

Respectfully submitted,

Alice Harrington by Counsel:

GOWEN SILVA & WINGORAD, PLLC

Date: Mav 20. 2021

/s/ F. Peter Silva. II

F. Peter Silva II, Esq.
D.C. Bar No: 1010483

513 Capitol Court, NE Suite 100
Washington, DC 20002
Phone: (202) 380-9355
Fax: (202) 499-1370
psilva@gowensilva.com
Counsel for Alice Harrington
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